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Abstract. With the popularity and development of tourism, various historical and
cultural towns have experienced different degrees of destruction. Taking the ancient
town of DaXu in Guilin as an example, this paper is to investigate the value of DaXu,
and discuss the significance of protection and renewal, in order to realize the
development and continuation in both aspects.

1. Protection and renewal of ancient towns

In the Nebiro Proposal, "protection" is defined as identification, protection,
preservation, repair, and rebirth. As a dynamic Procedure, protection is an effective
method to delay the decaying process of cultural and historical heritage and enhance its
development potential with the times. The protection of ancient towns is not confined
to the protection of cultural relics, buildings or historical districts, but includes the
comprehensive protection and utilization of the historical context, social environment,
economic structure and local life style of ancient towns. Nowadays, under the
background of new urbanization, the protection of ancient towns should be put in
priority when it comes torealize the connotation and continuation of its intangible
cultural heritage. The continuation of attention is not only the existence of visible
materialbut also the ancient cultural spirit; It includes not only the enclosure, retention,
and restoration of the relevant content, but also the promotion of related activities. The
crucial point of continuation of focus is about its future existence and manifestations,
not just the imprint of the past.

Any ancient town is the epitome of society, they all record the remains and inheritance
of the time, they are not a certain fixed historical moment, but dynamic products with
the development of time. Therefore, "update" is the necessity for the fly of time, is the
potential driving force for survival. In today's environment, in order to meet the
increasing living standards and needs of residents, ancient towns must fully explore,
develop and mobilize its resources. Thus, pay attention to the excavation of their own
superior resources and master the initiative in the construction process, so as to be
conducive to the protection and inheritance of ancient towns. The update is not a mere
development, but innovation; It is a path that can not only "take the initiative" to inherit
and protect the ancient town culture but also promote the transformation of the local
production and life style, at the same time, maintain the social equity of sustainable
development.
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2. Protection and renewal of the ancient town of DaXu

2.1 General situation of the ancient town of DaXu

The ancient town of DaXuis located in the southeast of Lingchuan County, Guilin City,
in the middle of the Lijiang River whichl ows 13 kilometers in its domestic. Provincial
road Gui (Lin) Xing (An) highway across the town. Township is 30 kilometers away
from Lingchuan countyand 13 kilometers away from the city center of Guilin. The total
area of the town is 210.46 square kilometers. On12th November 2005, the ancient town
of DaXu was identified as the second batch of national historical and cultural town by
the National Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Construction, the
State administration of cultural relics.

2.2 Analysis on the value of cultural heritage

2.2.1 Historical value

The analysis of the historical value of the ancient town is a process from the
phenomenon to the essence, from the inquiry to the integration. The historical value of
ancient town includes its historical origin, cultural tradition, regional characteristics
and all content and elements which can reflect its unique characteristics.

The ancient town of DaXu was founded in 200 AD. Since the first emperor in Qin
dynasty who had built the Lingqu canals linking the Yangtze River and the Pearl River,
the ancient town of DaXu gradually flourished and its water transportation rapidly
developed. The ancient town was named “DaXu” which means “prosperous” in
Chinese because of its large scale of market. Since then, DaXu town became an
important commodity distribution center in northern Guangxi. The number of shoppers
had been as high as 10,000, with up to 300 berthing ships. During the war period of
anti-Japanese, the ancient town of DaXu had been hailed as“Little Guilin”.

Today, the ancient town still retains the antique slate streets, with folk performances
and traditional street food. Superior natural environment, unique geographical location,
distinct ethnic customs, the former bustling businesshas given the ancient town of
DaXu distinctive features, rich local business and historical accumulation.

2.2.2 Architectural value

The architectural value of the ancient town of DaXu is mainly embodied in its
uniquelocation planning, space layout and architectural style.

Location Planning: The ancient town of DaXu has five miles of slate streets remarkably
paralleling to the Lijiang River. Even more praiseworthy is that the architectural value
of DaXu is not limited to its visual perfection, but its scientific and rational design
which solves the practical problem of drainage. The hidden ditches under the five miles
of street were connected to every household. Every rainy season, even the town
experiences downpour, there is no water on the street. Because of such a superb
scientific planning, the erosion of waterlogging could not cause impact the residents of
the town or harm the brick and structure of the residential buildings.

Space layout: For thousands of years, culturehas been passed down from generation to
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generation, and the forms of cultural expression are diverse. However, the space
environment connecting different culture is always the same, which is sourced from
different characteristics of the town. The ancient town of DaXu and streets are built
along the Lijiang River. Along with seven streets from west to east. A slate road from
Guangming street to wanshou bridge is 0.5 kilometers long, was founded in the 13th
year of the Republic of China, so far basically well preserved.

Because of the advanced water transportation of Lijiang River in history, the ancient
town of DaXu was formed. It is a typical commercial town and wharf in north of
Guangxi. DaXu has strong commercial and cultural characteristics penetrated in the
slate street paralleling to the Lijiang River, the 13 wharves which are vertical to the
Lijiang River, as well as the paving and trade names which were built in Ming dynasty,
Qing Dynasty and era of the Republic of China. Such street pattern seems to be a huge
wooden comb combing this beautiful mountains and rivers. Both the long slate street
and the ancient buildings, make people feel the glory of the past and the long history of
years. At present, the spatial texture and scale of ancient town are basically protected,
and the overall relationship is well preserved.

Architectural style:More than 65% of the existing ancient town buildings have been
preserved from Ming Dynasty, Qing Dynasty and Republic of China. The 13 wharfs
and roadways in the ancient town are also largely intact. The ancient town buildings
were built on the edge slope of the Lijiang River and the residential communities were
formed on the basis of that from north to south. The pendulum landscape was formed
due to the steepness of the river bank on the south side of Lijiang River. The ancient
buildings in north along the slope formed a trapezoidal platform gradually rising
upward, which not only greatly reduced the amount of earthwork, but also solved three
major problems, they were indoor drainage, lighting and ventilation. The Pre-highand
post-low featured buildings are like tigers crouching on mountain, which looks
extremely magnificent.

Most of residential buildings have two floors. The opened doors and windows of the
front hallare used for displaying goods, and the small patio is designed for letting the
light shoot into the courtyard, in addition, it allows people to plant plants or have rest
there. This kind of front-shop and back-residence is an unique model of the ancient
town of DaXu, which is rare to be seen in Guangxi and even in the whole country
during the Ming and Qing dynasties. Although the time has changed, the style of the
town still retained almost in an intact way.

2.2.3 Artistic value

In the ancient town of DaXu, the wood carvings and flotation could reflect labors’
ingenuity and their wish to pursuit a better life in every detail. Wood was generally not
coloring and the lintel as well as the lattice window were engraved with a large number
of exquisite and life like wood carvings. In addition to a variety of flowers such as pine,
blue bamboo, plum patterns, there were many mascots, such as bats, deer, peach,
magpies and so on.

The artistic value of the ancient town of DaXu also includes the artistic charm of itself
and the integration of traditional folklore of Han and Zhuang ethnic, such as rowing
dragon boat, singing dragon boat song, celebrating Mid-Autumn Festival worship
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month and other colorful cultural lineage. The perfect combination of culture and
architectural art endows the ancient town of DaXu with infinite artistic connotation and
value.

2.3 The protection and renewal planning strategies of the ancient town of DaXu

Protection and renewal are not the retro, but excavate the cultural context and unique
charm based on the deep analysis of regional characteristics and traditional cultural
forms. People realize true environmental harmony and cultural heritage through
protecting and repairing historical space.

2.3.1 Repairing trade culture：Recovery water transport and 13trade wharves
(wharfs)

The ancient town of DaXu is named for its business culture, with many immigrant
villages and businessmen from Hunan, Guizhou, Guangdong, Fujian and other places,
The new immigrants share their cultural belief here in Daxu.With the fusion of the local
culture, the ancient town of DaXu forma pluralistic cultural form. Therefore, mending
its trade culture is the key to protect and inherit its cultural context. In the ancient town
of DaXu, invigorating its business culture is mainly to restore the commercial functions
of water transport wharves and streets.

There are 13 wharves in DaXu. But at present, only one wharf is still taking on the
function of passenger transport. On both sides of the wharf there are scattered traders
selling farm fruits and vegetables, Which is no where near what it used to be in the past.
Therefore, in order to repair the trade culture of DaXu, we should make full use of the
existing site of the wharf, repair 13 trade wharf, open up the commerce waterway of
DaXu, and recreate the prosperity of the former water trade.

At the same time, The street commerce should be restored. However, Daxu has
changed a lot with time, many things are different from the past. Now the transport of
goods and logistics are mainly completed on land. The sale of goods is no longer edible
oil or salt, and people's purchase area is not only limited to DaXu. Therefore, the
business culture of DaXu should be developed in an modern way, combining with its
tourism development. Maozhou island of DaXu is a well-known "National agricultural
Tourism Demonstration Base", so the business update of DaXu is able to rely on
Maozhou island to convert its main commodity types into local products, characteristic
agricultural and sideline products, traditional flavor food and so on. This will not only
improve the living standards of the local residents, but also enable the sustainable
development of the updated business culture.

2.3.2 Repair the local building: restore the residential form of "front- shop，
behind-residence”and “front-Street, back-river".

“Local Architecture” is a general name for village buildings and settlement which
formed in history. In order to meet the rural production and life needs, villagers created
self-built architecture according to local conditions with national characteristics and
regional style, which is one of the most remarkable characteristics of “Local
Architecture”. Those self-built architecture include traditional residential buildings,
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temples, ancestral halls, shops, workshops, small bridges and so on. The unique design
of "front- shop, behind-residence” and “front-street, back-river” in the ancient town of
DaXu created its regional characteristics of distinctive architectural form and
architectural style. Deep excavation of its functional connotation which hidden in its
architectural form would highlight the trade culture of DaXu. Thus, with the help of the
relatively perfect space layout and local architectural style preserved in DaXu, the
application of forms of the "front- shop, behind-residence” and “front-street,
back-river” should be restored, and the unique street trade form of DaXu has played a
role in regulating thelocal farmer who carried decentralized forms of trafficking.

2.3.3 Renewing residents ' productive lifestyles--integrating tourism development
into the daily lives of residents.

Attaching importance to human development is the key of village construction in the
new era. In the ancient town of DaXu, the combination of people's life and commerce is
unique. Therefore, Showing the unique, traditional and passionate lifestyle of local
people as well as displaying the special production methods to visitors in this ancient
town is the essence of tourism in DaXu. The ancient town is the older the more
beautiful. The people who live in DaXu are constantly updated with the development of
the Times. Their way of life should be fully updated-through tourism development to
increase income levels, improve the quality of living. Reasonable development and
improved updates will continue to inspire local residents to protect and repair the living
environment and way of life on which they depend.

3. Summary

"Protection" and "renewal" are a pair of concepts of dialectical unity, they are both
contradictory and dependent on each other. Simple protection is not sufficient to
improve the living standards of local residents for a long term. The mere renewal may
have wiped out history of thousand years. Therefore, protection and renewal should
always be developed and promote together in the purpose of achievement.
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